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Safety directions: 

1. For the first operation, it is advisable to read the manual carefully before hand and keep 

it properly for future use. 

2. Before the first operation, make sure the dust bag is properly installed. 

3. Do not vacuum water and inflammable material. 

4. Do not vacuum burning material and ashes. 

5. Do not use the machine without a motor protection filter filled. 

6. Please change the dust bag immediately when it was danger. 

7. Do not store or use the machine close to high temperature places. 

8. Do not let children use the machine in case of any danger. 

9. Do not handle the plug or vacuum cleaner with wet hands. 

10. Do not use outdoors or on wet surfaces. Do not pick up hot coals, cigarette butts, 

matches or any hot, smoking or burning objects. 

11. If abnormal noise, smell, smoke or any other failure or breakage is found during the 

operation, you should turn off the switch and unplug it. Then contact with your service 

center for repair. Do not repair by yourself. 

12. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacture or its service 

agent or a similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard. 

13. This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with 

reduced physical,sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if 

they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a 

safe way and understand the hazards involved.Children shall not play with the 

appliance.Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without 

supervision.   

14. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance. 

 

 

Failure clearance 

Less vacuum power of the cleaner. 

1. The cleaner can be used as tip the rubbish out of the full dust bag. 

2. If blockage is found in ground brush, hose or tubes, the machine can be re-operated 

only after the blockage is cleared away. 

 

 

 

 



Introduction of product 

CG-VC14F01I vacuum cleaner of clear lines and proper structure can produce centralized 

wind with less noise, adjust the operation speed. Indicate full dust, and automatically 

rewind the wire, multi-level filter exchange, 360rotating. Being convenient and flexible in 

cleaning dust, it is reliable and ideal household cleaning tool. 
 

 

Welcome to purchase and use our products. 

1. Front cover lock         2. Front cover

3. Dust full indicator          4. Cord rewinding pedal           

5. Speed skating button        6. Handle     

7. Back cover             8. ON/OFF switch pedal        

9. Power cord            10. Big wheel

11. Base body               12.Hose

13. Handle               14.Hose handle pedal

15. Intubation              16. Hose handle

17.Brush pedal 
 

Attached list 

A set of hose accessories, two plastic tubes, one floor brush. 

 



 Operation methods 

1. Connects the hose accessories: insert the hose end into the hose socket at the front of 

base body and then hook it. (Fig1) 

Remove the hose accessories: press the adaptors at both sides of the hose end and then 

pull the hose accessories. (Fig2) 

2. Connect the plastic tube to the curves end of the hose. (Fig3) 

3. Connect different nozzle tools to the tube for different cleaning purpose: floor brush 

(adjusted to the type of ground) for carpet or floor (Fig4);  

4. Turn on the machine: insert the plug of cord into the power socket which conform to 

that on the label for power supply, and press the on/off switch pedal, the machine could 

start working (Fig5, Fig6). 

5. Cord rewinding: hold the plug and pull out the cord; press the cord rewinding pedal, 

that power cord will be drawn in.(Fig7) 
 

    

     

  
Maintenance 

1. Change the dust bag: when the Dust full indicator turns to be red, it is time to clear the 

dust or replace with a new bag. (Fig1) 

Open the front cover by clipping. (Fig2) 

Turn around the bag holder and then take out the full dust bag. (Fig3) 

2. Exchange the outlet filter: clip down and remove the outlet cover by hands for 

exchange of filter. (Fig4,Fig5) 

3. The motor protection filter should be removed and rinsed once a year, and can use it 

after dry. If the filter is damage, a new filter should be replaced. (Fig6) 
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Warning 

The plug must be removed from the power socket before any maintenance or replacement. 

If the power cord is damaged, replace them only by the factory or maintenance center or 

similarly qualified persons 

 

Correct Disposal of this product 

 

This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed 
with other household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent 

possible harm to the environment or human health from 

uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the 
sustainable reuse of material resources. To return your used device, 

please use the return and collection systems or contact the retailer 

where the product was purchased. They can take this product for 
environmental safe recycling. 
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